Friendly Talks
By: Yasamin Rezaiyan
Hope for Your help make our hearts calm. Anytime I get worried, I try to find
more hope to calm down and relax. It is a great blessing. It is like a miracle. You
create springs, and they give us thousands of blossoms. It is You who creates
beauty, freshness and day green plants.
You also create winters and I like them for the white pure snow. But spring gives
me a sense of beauty, encourages me to look for Your signs, Your power
everywhere. You are the God of all and everything. You create the nice springs
which warms our bodies, just as Your name warms our hearts. I call You my Kind
God to find hope and pray to You to bless us with the rain of Your Mercy and
change our condition into the best of conditions. We hope for Your greatest
Miracles.

***************************
The Sweetness of Hope’s Miracle
By: Lika Sharifi Sadeghi
Seconds, minutes and hours declare the approach of a new year. The amazing
changes provoke one’s thoughts, making the past memories join aspirations for the
future, thus creating hope for a better life in the hearts.
Each year can be regarded as memorable in its own right, since in that we taste the
sweetness of hope and its miraculous effects upon our lives. Hope is in fact the
Elixir of life. It is hope that motivates us to work and help and progress. Without
hope, everywhere will be dominated by loss, sense of futility and ruin. I pray to
God to grant more and more hope, patience and knowledge to all of us, without
each of these three no one will prosper.
*******************************

I like Norouz
Ruhullah Nosrati
I like Norouz, because it reminds me of the freshness of nature, cleanliness of
houses, and the pure excitement of the love of life, of nice talks, of seeing children
happy with their new pretty things and of sharing good things with the others. On
Norouz, I feel revived and refreshed and I would like to share my nice feelings
with all of you - my friends and pray for a happy and prosperous new year for all.
*******************************
The Earth Rotates
Azadeh Haqgoo
The arrival of Norouz makes me think more deeply about the wonders of creation,
such as the rotation of the earth and this gives me the nice feeling of being able to
move faster and faster towards goodness and changing for the better. I desire the
best for all my friends and wish them lasting happiness.

